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Effects of landfall location and approach angle on track deflection associated with a
tropical cyclone (TC) passing over an idealized and Central Appalachian Mountain is
investigated by a series of idealized numerical experiments. When the TC landfalls on the
central portion of the mountain range, it is deflected to the south upstream, passes over
the mountain anticyclonically, and then moves westward downstream. The TC motion is
steered by the positive vorticity tendency (VT) which is dominated by horizontal vorticity
advection upstream and downstream, but with additional influence from the stretching
and residual terms, which are mainly associated with diabatic heating and frictional
effects. The track deflection mechanism upstream and downstream is similar to the dry
flow in previous study, but is very different in the vicinity of the mountain. When the TC
landfalls near the northern (southern) tip, it experiences less (more) southward deflection
due to stronger (weaker) vorticity advection around the tip. When the TC approaches
the mountain range from the southeast and landfalls on the northern tip, center, or
southern tip, the track deflections are similar to those embedded in an easterly flow but
with weaker orographic blocking. These results are similar to the cases simulated in the
dry flow in previous study, except that there is no track discontinuity due to the weaker
orographic blocking associated with strong TC convection. When a TC moves along
the north-south mountain range from the south, it tends to deflect toward the mountain
and then crosses over to the other side at later time. In these cases, the positive VT is
influenced by all horizontal vorticity advection, vorticity stretching (diabatic heating), and
residual (friction) terms due to longer and stronger interaction with the mountain range.
The vorticity stretching is mainly caused by diabatic heating in the moist flow, instead of
by lee slope vorticity stretching in the previous study for dry flow.
Keywords: tropical cyclones, orographic effects, TC track deflection, idealized simulations, approach angle,
landfalling location
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INTRODUCTION
When a tropical cyclone (TC) passes over a mountain range, its
steering flow and cyclonic circulation are often strongly modified
by the orography. This tends to enhance the precipitation
associated with the storm’s rainbands (e.g., Lin, 2007 for a brief
review). During the summer and fall seasons, floods over the
Appalachians are often a product of enhanced heavy rainfall
from hurricanes. This is analogous to flooding associated with
the passage of typhoons over Taiwan’s Central Mountain Range
(CMR) (Lin, 2007). One example is Hurricane Camille (1969),
which dumped up to 686mm of rainfall at one location along
the slopes of the Appalachian Mountains in central Virginia
(Schwarz, 1970). Another example is Hurricane Ivan (2004)
(Stewart, 2004). On September 16, 2004 in Macon County, North
Carolina, Ivan produced a debris flow 3.6 km downslope along
Peeks Creek to the Cullasaja River, causing five deaths and two
injuries along with destruction of 16 buildings. The heavy rainfall
areas are closely related to storm tracks, which tend to be strongly
influenced by orography. Therefore, it is important to make
accurate predictions of the orographic effects on track deflection
and understand the underlying mechanisms.
TC track deflections due to orography have occurred over
several mesoscale mountain ranges. In particular, deflections
have been well documented for typhoons passing over Taiwan’s
CMR and the Cordillera Central of northern Luzon in the
Philippines (e.g., Brand and Blelloch, 1974; Wang, 1980),
TC’s passing over Madagascar and La Reunion mountains
(Rakotomavo et al., 2011), and hurricanes passing over the
Cordillera Central of Hispañola (Bender et al., 1987) and the
Sierra Madre Mountains of Mexico (Zehnder, 1993; Zehnder and
Reeder, 1997). Similar track deflections have also been observed
with mid-latitude cyclones passing over the Appalachians (e.g.,
O’Handley and Bosart, 1996). Effects of orography on TC tracks
have been studied extensively for typhoons passing over Taiwan’s
CMR and the Cordillera Central of northern Luzon in the
Philippines.
Due to complicated interactions between orographic and
thermal forcing, both idealized numerical simulations (e.g.,
Chang, 1982; Bender et al., 1987; Yeh and Elsberry, 1993a,b;
Lin et al., 1999, 2005, denoted as L05 hereafter, Lin and Savage,
2011; Tang and Chan, 2013, 2014; Wu et al., 2015), real-case
simulations (e.g., Wu, 2001; Lin et al., 2006; Jian and Wu, 2008;
Huang et al., 2011; Hsu et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013; Wu et al.,
2015), and observations (Brand and Blelloch, 1974; Wang, 1980;
Hsu et al., 2013) have shown that when a typhoon approaches
Taiwan’s CMR, its track may deflect either to the north or south
upstream of the mountain. It has been proposed that the track
deflection may be due to mean cyclonic circulation (e.g., Chang,
1982; Bender et al., 1987), channeling mechanism (e.g., Lin et al.,
1999; Jian and Wu, 2008; Huang et al., 2011), blocking effect
(e.g., Yeh and Elsberry, 1993a,b, L05, Lin and Savage, 2011),
latent heating (e.g., Hsu et al., 2013; Tang and Chan, 2013, 2014;
Wang et al., 2013), terrain-induced gyes (Tang and Chan, 2013,
2014), approaching angle and landing location (Lin and Savage,
2011; Tang and Chan, 2014), and midtropospheric northerly
asymmetric flow (Wu et al., 2015). Thus, the basic dynamics
deserve further investigation. In this study, we will focus on
the effects of landfall location and impinging angle on TC track
deflection in an idealized environment.
In addition to the above mechanisms, the landfall location and
approach angle also play important roles in the track deflection
of a TC passing over Taiwan’s CMR (Wang, 1980). Based on
the 6-h Atlantic hurricane best track (HUDAT) of 28 landfalling
TCs that impinged on the Appalachians during 1979 and 2006,
Harville (2009) (denoted as H09 hereafter) classified the tracks
into four types (Figure 1): (1) approximately perpendicular to
the mountains from east to west (Type A), (2) parallel on
the eastern side of the mountain (Type B), (3) parallel on the
western side of the mountains (Type C), and (4) similar to
Type A, but from west to east. From idealized simulations of
a drifting vortex over an idealized version of Taiwan’s CMR
(Lin and Savage, 2011; denoted as LS11 hereafter), found that
the local vorticity generation is dominated more by vorticity
advection upstream of the mountain range, vorticity stretching
over the lee side and its immediate downstream area, and
vorticity advection again far downstream of the mountain as it
steers the vortex back to its original direction of movement. The
vorticity advection upstream of the mountain range is explained
by the flow splitting associated with orographic blocking. Based
on a vorticity budget analysis, it was found that jumps in the
vortex path are largely governed by stretching on the lee side
of the mountain, with the maximum stretching and associated
track jump located on the faster side of the vortex. The present
study is an extension of Lin and Savage (2011) by adding latent
heating and the planetary boundary layer to the numerical
simulations.
In idealized simulations, Tang and Chan (2013) found that
a pair of terrain-induced gyres is formed when an idealized
TC moves closer to Taiwan’s CMR. This pair of gyres rotates
cyclonically around the TC and the gyre-associated flow near the
TC center causes a northward deflection of the TC track prior
to landfall. An examination of the potential vorticity tendencies
(PVTs) suggests that, in addition to the PVT produced by
this flow, the PVT from diabatic heating cannot be ignored
in explaining the TC track during landfall. Topography also
altered the asymmetric diabatic pattern of the TC by three major
mechanisms: an incursion of dry air from the mountain, low-
level convergence induced by the terrain-altered wind field in the
southwestern part of the TC and the development of convergence
cyclonically inward from the eastern side of the mountain to
the TC core. In the second part of this series of studies, Tang
and Chan (2014) examined the effects of Taiwan’s CMR on the
tracks of several TCs approaching Taiwan from southeast at
different latitudes. They found that TCs approaching the south
of Taiwan slow down and are first deflected southwestward and
then northward. Moreover, a sharp northward deflection occurs
for a TC passing further south of Taiwan, but the deflection
is small for a TC passing further north of Taiwan. Although,
Tang and Chan (2013, 2014) have advanced our understanding
of orographic effects on TC tracks, the TCs inserted in their
numerical simulations were steered by the pair of beta gyres
far upstream, instead of advected by the southeasterly basic
flow. In this study, we will be investigating the orographic effect
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FIGURE 1 | Classification of track categories (A–D) for hurricanes passing over the South-Central Appalachian (SCA) mountain range (Harville,
2009–H09).
on the basic flow and its impact on the TC track. In term
of idealized simulations, our current study differs from Huang
et al. (2011) and Wu et al. (2015) in focusing on effects of
landing location and impinging angle and also including vorticity
budget analysis.
In this paper we will extend the study of LS11 to simulate
a TC over an idealized Southern and Central Appalachians
(SCA) mountain range by using a more realistic, state-of-
art numerical weather prediction model. In addition, unlike
a dry cyclone vortex used in LS11 and L05, a more realistic
bogus TC is initiated in a conditionally unstable atmosphere
with land surface, moist and planetary boundary layer (PBL)
processes included. A vorticity budget analysis is adopted to
help understand the effects of combined forcing of orography
and convection, instead of the potential vorticity tendency
(PVT) diagnostic approach taken by some previous studies
(e.g., Wu and Wang, 2000; Chan et al., 2002; Hsu et al., 2013;
Tang and Chan, 2013, 2014; Wang et al., 2013). The direct
diabatic heating effects will be investigated along with the rainfall
distributions.
The numerical model and its experimental design will be
described in Section The Numerical Model and Experimental
Design. In Section The Mechanisms for Track Deflection, a
vorticity budget analysis will be performed to help understand the
fundamental dynamics of the track deflection associated with a
numerically simulated TC traversing over an elongatedmountain
range. Sensitivity of the track deflection to landfall locations and
approach angles will be presented in Section Effects of landfall
Locations and approach Angles. The concluding remarks can be
found in Section Concluding Remarks.
THE NUMERICAL MODEL AND
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The model used for this study is the Advanced Research
Weather Research and Forecasting (ARW) model version
3.4.1 (Skamarock et al., 2008). The ARW model is a three-
dimensional, fully compressible, non-hydrostatic model using
terrain-following vertical coordinates. The governing equations
for ARW are written in flux-form with conserved mass and
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dry entropy. In this study, the Runge-Kutta third-order time
difference scheme is employed, and the fifth- and third-order
advection schemes are used for the horizontal and vertical
directions respectively.
The physics parameterization or representation schemes that
are chosen for all simulations in this study include: Kain-Fritsch
cumulus parameterization scheme (Kain and Fritsch, 1993; Kain,
2004), Purdue-Lin microphysics parameterization scheme (Lin
et al., 1983; Chen and Sun, 2002), YSU PBL parameterization
scheme (Hong and Pan, 1996), Monin-Obukov surface layer
scheme, Unified NOAH land-surface processes scheme, Second-
order diffusion term on coordinate surfaces for turbulence
and mixing processes, and Horizontal Smagorinsky first-order
closure for eddy coefficient option. The Purdue-Lin scheme (Lin
et al., 1983; Chen and Sun, 2002) was chosen due to its capability
in simulating mixed-phase microphysical processes for practical
applications, recommended by Skamarock et al. (2008), as they
can account for the interaction of water and ice particles. In
idealized simulations, Fovell et al. (2009) found that the Purdue-
Lin scheme (Chen and Sun, 2002) produced relatively better
results. The Kain-Fritsch cumulus parameterization scheme
(Kain and Fritsch, 1993; Kain, 2004) is chosen since it is CAPE
based, thus is more suitable in triggering the deep convection
in a conditionally unstable atmosphere, such as the one used in
the current study. The YSU scheme (Hong and Pan, 1996) is
chosen due to the non-local closure, which does not rely on or too
sensitive to localized heat, moisture, and momentum fluxes. No
longwave or shortwave radiation parameterizations are applied
to any simulations. Details of these schemes and their relevant
references can be found in the ARW user manual (Skamarock
et al., 2008). An idealized “moist tropical sounding” of Dunion
(2011) is given to provide the moisture (see Figure 2 of Nolan,
2011).
A preexisting, mid-level, bogus vortex with peak tangential
wind speed of 20.8ms−1 at a radius of maximum winds of
90 km is set at (5385 km, 3240 km). The vertical structure
of the initial vortex is in the radiative-convective-equilibrium
state (Nolan, 2011; Nolan et al., 2013). Rather than using the
fairly narrow tangential wind profile generated by a Gaussian
vorticity distribution, our simulations use a modified Rankine
vortex with decay parameter as 0.4, which is more realistic for
the development stage (Mallen et al., 2005). The SST is fixed
to 28◦C. The domain-wide wind profile is purely zonal, with
U(p)=−5ms−1 from the surface to 850 hPa, increasing with the
shape of a cosine as a function of log-pressure height to 5ms−1 at
200 hPa, then remaining at this value for all greater heights. The
zonal wind is assumed to be in thermal wind balance. The model
derives the geopotential height using iterative method and then
calculates other fields.
All simulations use one single domain (6480 km, 6480 km)
with a 15-kmhorizontal resolution. The number of the horizontal
grid intervals is 433 in both the x and y directions. In the vertical,
grids are stretched from the surface to themodel top (20 km) with
a total of 41 levels. The time interval is 45 s. A 4-km deep sponge
layer is set from 16 to 20 km to reduce the wave reflection from
the model top. The periodic lateral boundary condition is applied
to the y-direction and the open boundary conditions are applied
to both east and west side boundaries. Themodel is integrated for
12 days for all cases simulated in this study.
In the control case (CNTL or A2), the westward-moving
bogus TC approaches the center of an idealized bell-shaped
SCA mountain island from the east. This is the characteristic
of track type A2 (see Figure 2A). The idealized mountain (see
Figure 2B), which is oriented in the north-south direction, is
approximately 1400 km long and 200 kmwide, and themaximum
mountain height
(
h
)
is 1 km, which mimics the SCA Mountains.
The maximum tangential wind (Vmax) of the TC vortex is
approximately 60 m/s after it is fully developed and the basic
mean wind (U) is 5m/s. The basic flow Froude number
(
U/Nh
)
is approximately 0.5, which represents moderate orographic
blocking on the basic flow. On the other hand, the vortex
Froude number
(
Vmax/Nh
)
is approximately 6, indicating weak
orographic blocking on the outer circulation of the TC vortex
(L05). The initial bogus vortex has Vmax = 20.8 m/s and is
located 1100 km from the eastern boundary in the x direction and
centered in the y direction.
The following is the formula for the geometry of the idealized
SCA mountain range,
h
(
x, y
)
=


h0(
1+
(x−x0)
2
a2
)3/2 ,
∣∣y−y0∣∣ ≤ b
h0(
1+
(x−x0)
2
a2
+
(y−yc)
2
a2
)3/2 ,
∣∣y− y0∣∣ > b (1)
where h0 = 1km, x0 = 2600km, y0 = 3240km, a = 50km, b =
600km, yc = y0+b for y ≥ y0+b and yc = y0−b for y ≤ y0−b.
The mountain is inserted in the beginning of the simulations, as
part of the terrain-following coordinates.
The track types proposed by H09 are reclassified to track types
A1-3, B, AB1-3, C, and D1-2, and used to study the sensitivity to
landfall locations and approach angles (Figure 2A). Types A1-A3
are similar to Track A of H09 except with landfall locations on the
northern, central, and southern part of the SCA differentiated.
Types AB1-AB3 are similar to A1-A3 respectively, but from
south-southeast. Types D1 and D2 are similar to Track D of H09
except the former crosses over the SCA, while the latter skirts
around the southern tip of the mountains. Types B and C are
the same as those of H09. This study focuses on track types A1-
A3, AB1-AB3, B, and C. Their associated flow and orographic
parameters are summarized in Table 1.
THE MECHANISMS FOR TRACK
DEFLECTION
Figure 3A shows the 258 h accumulated rainfall for case CNTL
(A2). Since the accumulated rainfall coincides with the TC track
(Figure 3B), it can also be used as a proxy of the TC path.
Note that the TC is deflected to the south upstream, passing
over the mountain anticyclonically (clockwise) and westward
downstream from the mountain at a latitude south of its original
latitude. The continuous track and the southward deflection is
similar to the behavior of a drifting TC vortex embedded in a
dry, stably stratified fluid flow as found in Lin et al.’s previous
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Detailed classification of tropical cyclone (TC) track types over the South-Central Appalachian (SCA) mountain range. (B) The entire computation
domain with the mountain range, the wind flow and the initial bogus vortex. The units of the coordinates in the x and y directions are 100 km. The mountain contours
are 5, 400, and 600m. The vorticity contours are 5× 10−5s−1, and 1× 10−4s−1.
studies (1999, 2005) and the typhoons observed and simulated
by Jian and Wu (2008) and Huang et al. (2011). In a dry flow,
they can be explained by the conservation of potential vorticity
due to orographic blocking on a drifting vortex embedded in
a dry, stably stratified fluid flow (Lin, 2007, Figure 5.36). The
mechanisms which control the track deflection in the CNTL
case are much more complicated due to the inclusion of moist
and PBL processes. In the following, they will be explored by
performing a vorticity budget analysis.
It is well-known that a TC tends to move toward an area with
a positive vorticity tendency (VT) (i.e., ∂ζ/∂t > 0; e.g., Holland,
1983, see Lin, 2007, for a brief review). Thus, a vorticity budget
analysis of the individual terms of the vorticity equation provides
an appropriate approach to reveal the mechanisms which control
the track change. In order to do so, we analyze the individual
terms of the following vorticity equation on an f -plane in the
pressure vertical coordinates, which may be written as below.
∂ζ
∂t
= −VH · ∇ζ + ω
∂ζ
∂p
+ ζ
∂ω
∂p
+ f 0
∂ω
∂p
+
(
∂ω
∂y
∂u
∂p
−
∂ω
∂x
∂v
∂p
)
+ R (2)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Here VH is the horizontal wind vector (u, v), ω the omega
vertical motion, f0 the constant Coriolis parameter (f0 = 5.0 ×
10−5 s−1). The right-hand side of Equation (2) represents
the horizontal vorticity advection (term 2), vertical vorticity
advection (term 3), vorticity stretching associated with pre-
existing relative vorticity (term 4), vorticity stretching associated
with pre-existing planetary vorticity (term 5), tilting term (term
6), and residual term (term 7, mainly contributed by friction).
The residual term is obtained by subtracting the VT (term 1)
by terms 2–6. The 950–500 hPa layer-averaged VT, horizontal
vorticity advection, vorticity stretching with pre-existing relative
vorticity, and residual term (i.e., terms 1, 2, 4, and 7, respectively)
and the flow and TC fields are shown when the TC is located
upstream at 132 h (Figure 4), right before crossing the mountain
at 168 h (Figure 5), just over the mountain at 183 h (Figure 6),
and downstream from the mountain at 216 h (Figure 7). Other
terms are not shown because they are insignificant compared to
the above terms.
At 132 h, the TC is located at about 700 km upstream of the
mountain ridge, it has already started moving southwestward
(Figure 3) toward the area with maximum positive VT
(Figure 4A). This area with positive VT is accompanied by an
area with negative VT located to the northeast (Figure 4A).
Compared to other significant terms (Figures 4B–D), the
positive VT (Figure 4A) is mainly contributed by the horizontal
vorticity advection (Figure 4B) with additional influence from
vorticity stretching (Figure 4C) and residual terms (Figure 4D).
The southwestward advection of the vorticity can be explained
by the anticyclonic turning of a continuously stratified flow over
a mesoscale mountain due to the generation of high pressure
over the mountain (Smith, 1979), which forces the flow to
turn southward upstream for an easterly basic flow (see Figure
5.36 of Lin, 2007). This southwestward basic flow then advects
the vertical vorticity associated with the TC vortex to give
a negative-positive VT dipole toward southwest as shown in
Figure 4B. Note that in Figure 4B could be interpreted as a
wavenumber-2 pattern if one takes into account of the small area
of positive vorticity advection embedded in the much larger area
of negative vorticity advection, however, the overall distribution
is dominated by the negative-positive dipole.
The area with maximum vorticity stretching is dominated
by the TC convection, especially the diabatic heating associated
with the eyewall convection, thus it forms a ring collocated
with the eyewall, as approximately represented by the rainfall
distribution. The residual term (Figure 4D) has multiple (three
more specifically) maxima of the same order of magnitude,
located at different azimuthal angles, thus it is less certain about
its contribution to the VT. Part of the reason is that the residual
termmay involve some complicated physical processes which are
related to viscosity, planetary boundary layer parameterization,
turbulent mixing, etc. and numerical smoothing or diffusion.
These processes may influence the vorticity tendency differently.
For example, viscosity tends to spin down the vertical vorticity,
but on the other hand, turbulence mixing may cause turbulence
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FIGURE 3 | (A) Accumulated rainfall (shaded, in mm), and (B) TC track for every 6 h starting at 0 h. The units of the coordinates in the x and y directions are 100 km.
FIGURE 4 | (CNTL/A2) Vorticity budget analysis averaged for the 950–500 hPa layer at 132h (shaded): (A), vorticity tendency (VT); (B), horizontal
vorticity advection; (C), relative vorticity stretching, and (D), residual term. The vertical vorticity field is depicted by contours (0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.002,
0.003 s−1) in (A). The residual term is obtained by subtracting (A) by the sum of (B,C), vertical advection, planetary vorticity stretching, and tilting terms. The last three
terms are not shown since their magnitudes are negligible compared to terms (A–C). The units of the coordinates in the x and y directions are 100 km.
dissipation leading to the generation of potential vorticity (e.g.,
Smith, 1989; Schär and Durran, 1997) and relative vorticity. This
problem deserves further investigation, but is out of scope of
the present study. In summary, we found that the upstream
track deflection is dominated by the vorticity advection with
additional contributions from vorticity stretching and viscosity.
This is consistent with the studies with a dry flow except the
effects of diabatic heating and viscosity (LS11). For real cases, this
implies that a TC’s motion is mainly steered by the orographically
influenced basic flow but slightly modified by convective heating
(mainly represented in the vorticity stretching term) and friction
(mainly represented by the residual term).
At 168 h, the TC has moved to the foothill (Figure 5) and
it turns slightly toward west-southwestward before passing over
the mountain (Figure 3). Similar to that at 132 h, the VT field
shows a positive VT area located to the west-southwest of
the TC vortex center, accompanied by a negative VT area to
the east-northeast (Figure 5A). The area of this VT couplet is
expanded slightly larger and exhibits a banded structure to the
south of the TC center. The positive VT is mainly contributed
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FIGURE 5 | (CNTL/A2) Vorticity budget analysis averaged for the 950–500 hPa layer at 168h (shaded): (A), vorticity tendency (VT); (B), horizontal
vorticity advection; (C), relative vorticity stretching, and (D), residual term. The vertical vorticity field is depicted by contours (0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.002,
0.003 s−1) in (A). The residual term is obtained by subtracting (A) by the sum of (B,C), vertical advection, planetary vorticity stretching, and tilting terms. The last three
terms are not shown since their magnitudes are negligible compared to terms (A–C). The units of the coordinates in the x and y directions are 100 km.
FIGURE 6 | (CNTL/A2) Vorticity budget analysis averaged for the 950–500 hPa layer at 180h (shaded): (A), vorticity tendency (VT); (B), horizontal
vorticity advection; (C), relative vorticity stretching, and (D), residual term. The vertical vorticity field is depicted by contours (0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.002,
0.003 s−1) in (A). The residual term is obtained by subtracting (A) by the sum of (B,C), vertical advection, planetary vorticity stretching, and tilting terms. The last three
terms are not shown since their magnitudes are negligible compared to terms (A–C). The units of the coordinates in the x and y directions are 100 km.
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FIGURE 7 | (CNTL/A2) Vorticity budget analysis averaged for the 950–500 hPa layer at 216h (shaded): (A), vorticity tendency (VT); (B), horizontal
vorticity advection; (C), relative vorticity stretching, and (D), residual term. The vertical vorticity field is depicted by contours (0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.002,
0.003 s−1) in (A). The residual term is obtained by subtracting (A) by the sum of (B,C), vertical advection, planetary vorticity stretching, and tilting terms. The last three
terms are not shown since their magnitudes are negligible compared to terms (A–C). The units of the coordinates in the x and y directions are 100 km.
by the horizontal vorticity advection, vorticity stretching, and
viscosity (residual term). The distribution of positive horizontal
vorticity advection is also expanded to a larger area and exhibits
a much more complicated pattern (Figure 5B) compared to that
at 132 h (Figure 4B), which, apparently, is caused by orographic
forcing. The positive vorticity stretching (Figure 5C) and residual
term located near the maximum VT, i.e., near (x, y) = (2700,
3000 km) (Figure 5D), have made contributions to the positive
VT (Figure 5A). Note that the residual term may play more
essential contribution than the horizontal vorticity advection
to local positive VT. Similar to those at 132 h (Figure 4), the
vorticity stretching is associated with the eyewall convection
(Figures 5C, 8B) and the positive residual termmay be associated
with viscosity and turbulence mixing. Thus, we may conclude
that the maximum positive VT when the TCmoves to the foothill
is dominated by the horizontal vorticity advection but with
additional contributions from vorticity stretching and viscosity.
At 180 h when the TC passes over the mountain peak to
lee side of the mountain (Figure 6), the area with maximum
positive VT is shifted to the west. This indicates that the
TC will be moving westward, which indeed is consistent with
the simulated TC track (Figure 3B). This differs significantly
from the dry simulations of L05 in which the TC resumes its
westward movement at the same latitude of the initial bogus
vortex. It appears that the anticyclonic (clockwise) turning over
the mountain requires a longer period of time, which is not
TABLE 1 | Names, landfall locations, and approach angles of simulated
cases.
Case Approach direction (from) Approach angle (between
and location approaching and mountain
directions)
A2 (CNTL) Easterly On Center 90◦
A1 On North
A3 On South
AB1 Southeasterly On South 45◦
AB2 On Center
AB3 On North
B Southerly along East Side 0◦
C West Side
applicable for a relatively narrower mountain as adopted by the
CTNL experiment. Unlike that at 132 and 168 h, the maximum
positive VT is mainly contributed by the vorticity advection and
stretching (Figures 6B,C). Specifically, the vorticity stretching
contributing to the positive VT (or say, the TC movement)
is the diabatic heating associated with the western portion of
the eyewall convection, instead of the convection over the lee
slope (upslope with respect to the TC circulation) induced by
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FIGURE 8 | (CNTL/A2) Accumulated 3h rainfall (shaded, in mm/3 h) at (A) 132h, (B) 168h, (C) 180h, and (D) 216h. The units of the coordinates in the x and
y directions are 100 km. The relative vorticity fields are depicted by contours (0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.002, 0.003 s−1).
the orography (Figures 6C, 8C). The residual term makes a
negative contribution to the VT (Figures 6A,D), indicating that
the frictional effect is spinning down the vorticity over the lee
slope. Note that, due to a relatively narrower mountain range,
the TC track on the lee side is to the south of the original
latitude. This differs significantly from the dry simulations of
L05. The anticyclonic (clockwise) turning over the mountain
area requires a substantial contribution from the TC convection,
which produces strong vorticity stretching over a significant
period of time.
At 216 h, the TC vortex moves far away from the mountain
to about (x, y) = (2000, 3000 km) (Figure 7). At this time,
the maximum positive VT is dominated by vorticity advection,
enhanced slightly by vorticity stretching (Figures 7B,C), but with
almost no contribution from the frictional effects (Figure 7D).
Note that the diabatic heating does make significant contribution
to the vorticity stretching to the southeast of the eyewall
(Figures 7C, 8D), but not the area with maximum positive VT.
EFFECTS OF LANDFALL LOCATIONS AND
APPROACH ANGLES
In this section, the effects of landfall location on track deflection
are investigated by performing sensitivity experiments with
vorticity budget analyses of the TC making landfall at the
northern tip (A1) and the southern tip (track A3) of the
mountain. These results are then compared with those of track
FIGURE 9 | The TC tracks for Tracks A1, A2, and A3. The units of the
coordinates in the x and y directions are 100 km.
A2 (case CNTL). Figure 9 shows the simulated tracks A1, A2,
and A3 (track A2 has been discussed and analyzed in the
previous section). Note that compared to track A2 (Figure 3),
track A1 (Figure 9) has less southward deflection when it
passes over the mountain. Near the foothill, the maximum
positive VT is dominated by the vorticity advection without
much contribution from vorticity stretching and frictional effects
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FIGURE 10 | (Track A1) The vorticity budget analysis for Track A1: (A–D)
are the 950–500 hPa layer-averaged vorticity tendency (VT), horizontal
vorticity advection, relative vorticity stretching, and residual term,
respectively, at 171h. (E–H) Are the same as (A–D), respectively, but at
186 h. The units of the coordinates in the x and y directions are 100 km. The
vertical vorticity fields are depicted by contours (0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.002,
0.003 s−1) in (A,E).
(Figures 10A–D). This is mainly due to stronger vorticity
advection toward the northwest induced by the basic easterly
flow and the cyclonic TC circulation around the northern
mountain tip. On the lee side, the maximum positive VT
(Figure 10E) is dominated by the vorticity advection, enhanced
slightly by vorticity stretching (Figures 10F,G), but has almost
no contribution from the frictional effect (Figure 10H). The
dominance of vorticity advection of the maximum positive VT
and TC movement is similar to the dry flow (case N of LS11).
Figure 11 shows the vorticity budget analysis when the TC is
passing over the southern tip (case A3). When the TC moves
to the southeast tip of the mountain, the maximum positive
VT (Figure 11A) is mainly contributed by the frictional effects
(Figure 11D) and slightly contributed by the vorticity stretching
(Figure 11C), but, unlike the above cases (cases A2 and A1), no
contributions from vorticity advection. The frictional effects may
FIGURE 11 | (Track A3) The vorticity budget analysis for Track A3: (A–D)
are the 950–500hPa layer-averaged vorticity tendency (VT), horizontal
vorticity advection, relative vorticity stretching, and residual term,
respectively, at 171h. (E–H) Are the same as (A–D), respectively, but at
186 h. The units of the coordinates in the x and y directions are 100 km. The
vertical vorticity fields are depicted by contours (0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.002,
0.003 s−1) in (A,E).
be caused by stronger interaction of the northern part of the TC
circulation and the southern mountain tip. After passing over the
mountain, the track curves northwestward back to its original
direction, which is dominated by the vorticity advection, like
earlier cases.
In order to investigate the effects of approach angle
and landfall locations on track deflection, three sensitivity
experiments mimicking track types AB1, AB2, and AB3 have
been performed and the results are shown in Figure 12. All of
the simulated TCs approach the south-north oriented mountain
range from the southeast or 135◦. The TC makes landfall near
the northern tip, center, and southern tip in cases AB1, AB2,
and AB3, respectively. The mechanisms of the track deflection
for tracks AB1, AB2, and AB3 are similar to those for tracks A1,
A2, and A3 as discussed above. Tracks AB2 and AB3 are less
curvy compared to those of A2 an A3 due to less orographic
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FIGURE 12 | The TC tracks for AB1, AB2, and AB3. The units of the
coordinates in the x and y directions are 100 km.
blocking caused by approach angle. It is interesting to observe
that track AB1 is curved opposite to tracks AB2 and AB3 (i.e.,
turning cyclonically when the TC is passing over the northern
tip). This is consistent with that found in dry experiments of LS11
where the vorticity advection upstream of the mountain range is
caused by the flow splitting of the basic flow. Track AB1 may be
used to explain most of the cyclonic track over northern Taiwan
experienced by typhoons (e.g., Wang, 1980; Chang, 1982; see
Figure 1A of L05) since the Central Mountain Range of Taiwan
has a relatively shorter scale in the north-south direction and
most of the typhoons approached the CMR from the southeast,
instead of east. Thus, a TC tends to go around the corner due to
basic flow splitting and the dominant control of positive vorticity
tendency (VT) by vorticity advection.
As classified by H09 and illustrated in Figure 2, hurricanes
making landfall on the Gulf coast may transverse along the
SCA to the east (type B) or west (type C). This means the
approach angle is turned to 180◦ from the south (southwest) for
a south-to-north (southwest-to-northwest) oriented mountain
range. Figure 13 shows the TC tracks for sensitivity experiments
B and C. These track deflections are quite interesting. For both
tracks, the TC turns toward themountain in the southern portion
of the mountain range, crosses over the mountain peak to the
foothill on the lee side near the center (track B) or the northern
end (track C) of the mountain range, wobbles near the northern
tip of the mountain range, and then resumes its original track
parallel but to the west of the mountain.
The mechanisms of the track deflection in case B can also be
explained by the vorticity budget analysis. Figure 13A shows the
TC continuously moving northward along the mountain. When
the TC moves along the eastern flank in the southern portion
of the mountain range, the vorticity budget analysis at 150 h
indicates that the positive VT is influenced by all major terms,
including vorticity advection, vorticity stretching, and residual
terms (Figures 14A–D). The vorticity stretching is mainly
associated with the latent heat released by the eyewall convection,
FIGURE 13 | The TC tracks for (A) Track B and (B) Track C. The units of
the coordinates in the x and y directions are 100 km.
as evidenced by the 3-h rainfall field (Figure 14I). When the TC
moves northward to y = 3300 km at 204 h (Figures 14E–H,J),
it also moves westward simultaneously toward the eastern slope
around x = 3000 km. During this period, the maximum
positive VT is also influenced by the combined effects of vorticity
advection, stretching and viscosity. Since the positive VT is
located toward the northwest of the TC center, the TC is deflected
toward northwest while it moves northward along the mountain
ridge. This continues to be the case as the TC moves farther
northward at later time (not shown).
For track C, the track behavior, vorticity budget analysis, and
mechanisms for track deflection are similar to those for track B.
The simulated track C, which is deflected toward the mountain
and crosses over the mountain peak, is similar to the track of
Hurricane Ivan (2004) although Ivan’s track might have also been
influenced by its synoptic environment.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study, a series of idealized numerical experiments are
performed using the ARW model to investigate the effects of
landfall location and approach angle on track deflection of a
tropical cyclone (TC) passing over an idealized South-Central
Appalachian (SCA) Mountain. A bogus TC is initialized with
a climatological tropical sounding with land surface, moist and
PBL processes. A series of sensitivity experiments and vorticity
budget analysis are performed to help understand the effects of
landfall locations and approach angles on the track deflection.
When the TC landfalls on the central portion of the mountain
range (Track A2), it is deflected to the south upstream, passes
over the mountain anticyclonically, and then moves westward
downstream. The TC motion is steered by the positive vorticity
tendency (VT). When the TC is away from the mountain,
the positive VT is dominated by horizontal vorticity advection
upstream and downstream, but with additional influence from
the stretching and residual terms. Physically, the stretching
and residual terms are mainly associated with diabatic heating
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FIGURE 14 | (Track B) The vorticity budge analysis for Track B: (A–D) are the 950–500 hPa layer-averaged vorticity tendency (VT), horizontal vorticity
advection, relative vorticity stretching, and residual term, respectively, at 150h. (E–H) Are the same as (A–D) respectively, but at 204 h. (I,J) Are the 3 h
accumulated rainfall at 150 h and 204 h (in mm/3 h), respectively. The units of the coordinates in the x and y directions are 100 km. The vertical vorticity field is
depicted by contours (0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.002, 0.003 s−1) in (A).
and friction effects, respectively. Near the foothill, the TC
turns slightly toward west-southwestward before passing over
the mountain, contributed by horizontal vorticity advection,
vorticity stretching, and residual terms. When the TC passes
over the mountain peak to the lee (western) side, it resumes
the westward movement. At this time, the area with maximum
positive VT is dominated by the horizontal vorticity advection
and stretching. When the TC moves farther away from the
mountain, the maximum positive VT is dominated by vorticity
advection, enhanced slightly by vorticity stretching. Note that
the track deflection upstream and downstream of the mountain,
which are dominated by vorticity advection, is similar to the
dry flow. The present results are similar to that found in LS
11. However, it is very different in the vicinity of the mountain.
In LS11, the vorticity stretching occurs mainly over the lee side
and its immediate downstream area, while in this study it makes
contribution to the VT over both the upslope and downslope of
the mountain due to the diabatic heating associated with moist
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convection. In addition, the vorticity advection upstream of the
mountain is mainly caused by the flow splitting in LS11, which is
less significant in the moist flow as simulated in this study. This
can be explained by the weaker orographic blocking associated
with strong TC convection in the moist flow.
Effects of landfall location on track deflection are investigated
by performing a series of sensitivity experiments of the TC
making landfall at the northern tip (A1) and the southern
tip (A3) of the mountain. When the TC landfalls near the
northern (southern) tip (Track A1 (A3)), it experiences less
(more) southward deflection due to stronger (weaker) vorticity
advection around the tip. The track deflections in the present
cases are similar to those in the dry flow (LS11), except that
there exists no track discontinuity due to the weaker orographic
blocking associated with strong TC convection. The combined
effects of approach angle and landfall location on track deflection
are investigated by performing three sensitivity experiments,
AB1, AB2, and AB3, in which the TC approaches the south-north
oriented mountain range from the southeast (or 135◦) andmakes
landfall on the northern tip, center, and southern tip, respectively.
The mechanisms of the track deflection for AB1-AB3 are similar
to those for A1-A3, but are less curvy due to weaker orographic
blocking. The track deflection of case AB2 is similar to that
simulated in a dry flow (case SE) in LS11.
For TCs going along the mountain range along the eastern
flank (track B) and the western flank (track C), both of
them are deflected toward the mountain range, cross over
the mountain peak to the other side of the mountain, and
then resume their northward movement. In these cases, the
positive VT is influenced by all horizontal vorticity advection,
vorticity stretching, and residual terms, which are associated with
diabatic heating and frictional effects, due to longer and stronger
interaction with the mountain range. The major difference of this
study from the dry flow is that the vorticity stretching is mainly
caused by diabatic heating in the current moist flow, instead of by
lee slope vorticity stretching in LS11.
Overall, the TC is steered by the maximum positive VT,
which is dominated by the vorticity advection far away from
the mountain. The vorticity stretching and residual terms, which
are dominated by the diabatic heating and frictional effects,
respectively, make additional influences on track deflection when
the TC is near or over the mountain area. Note that in the present
study, we found that the vorticity tendency (VT) approach
is appropriate since the TC track is consistent with the VT,
similar to that applied to TC motion, such as northwestward
beta drift (e.g., Holland, 1983) and shear effects (e.g., Wu and
Emanuel, 1993). The PV Tendency (PVT) diagnostic approach,
as originally proposed by Wu and Wang (2000) and Chan
et al. (2002) and applied to real-case simulations (e.g., Hsu
et al., 2013; Tang and Chan, 2013, 2014; Wang et al., 2013),
appears to be an attractive method and will be considered in our
future research.
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